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Abstract: Route bus system is fundamental transportation device for aged people, and have important role in every
province. However passengers decreases year by year. Therefore we have developed the shortest path searching
system called �BUS-NET� to sustain the public transport. Here, generation of timetables is picked up. In general,
it is considered as very simple problem, however the route bus system has very complicated routes. So we have
developed algorithm which arrange timetable by bus destinations with SOM for timetable generation, and have
implemented the function. In this paper, we report on developed algorithm and implementation, experiments of
the function.
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1 Introduction
As is well known, Japan faces problems of aging pop-
ulation, and these problems cover a wide range. The
sustaining of local public transportation systems is
one of these problems and it increases in importance
for local governments.

Route bus system is fundamental transportation
device for aged persons and should be preserved, how-
ever the number of passengers decreases year by year
under present circumstances. Local governments try
to keep the system by subsidy, which becomes im-
mensely large sum of money and bear severely on �-
nance of local governments.

Increase of private car is thought to be main after-
effects of these phenomena. Local governments and
bus companies should attempt to enhance the con-
venience of passengers to increase them and should
make efforts to drive system costs down.

Adoption of information technology (IT) is one of
the effective methods. We have developed the shortest
path searching system called �BUS-NET� and release
it to the public as a web-service[1, 2, 3]. The average
number of accesses to the system is more than 16,000
per month. Taking into account of the current target
area of the system is restricted, the number is very
large and the importance of the system is con�rmed.
The system has many unique aspects such as an orig-
inal path searching algorithm, however, they are not
referred in this paper.

Here, generation of timetables is picked up. In

general, generations of timetables according to the
traf�c control data are considered as very simple prob-
lems. However, the route bus system has very compli-
cated routes and fully automatic timetable generation
is not easy. We should deal with following cases, i.e.,
the cases that more than two bus stops of the identi-
cal name can exist according to the directions of bus
routes, the cases that buses of plural routes stop at one
bus stop, the timetable of such bus stop should arrange
according to the bus destination for passengers' con-
veniences.

In this paper, we report problems about genera-
tion of timetables and propose two algorithms to solve
the problems. This paper is organized in six sections.
Section 2 and 3 describes algorithms for generating
bus route timetable and bus stop timetable, respec-
tively. Implementation details are given in Section 4.
Section 5 demonstrates the effectiveness of the pro-
posed algorithms through experiments. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 gives a brief conclusion of this paper.

2 Bus Route Timetable
A bus route timetable shows the names of bus stops
along the route and arrival times of each bus stop as
shown in Fig. 1.

Though there are many bus stops in most bus
route timetables, all of them are not needed for a in-
dividual user in most case. Some bus stops therefore
may be excluded when the user intends to obtain a bus
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Fig. 1: An overview of bus route timetable.

route timetable. In addition, because elapsed times
from a bus stop to the next bus stop are usually short,
it is not dif�cult to estimate the arrival time of a bus
at an excluded bus stop. However, the following types
of bus stops are important and may not be excluded.

1. The �rst bus stop of the route and the �nal bus
stop of the route.

2. The nearest bus stop for the place of the user.

3. Bus stops at which some buses stop and other
buses do not stop.

The third type of bus stops may not be excluded be-
cause if they are excluded from bus route timetable
one can not estimate whether a bus will stop at the
excluded bus stop or will pass it.

In addition, because the connected excluded bus
stops make it dif�cult to estimate the arrival time of a
bus at an excluded bus stop, excluded bus stops should
be distributed as uniformly as possible on a whole
route.

We have developed the following procedure to
choose bus stops that may be excluded from bus route
timetable.

1. Let all bus stops of a bus route have an order
number in the bus route and an evaluation value.
A larger evaluation value indicates a higher prob-
ability of exclusion. Those evaluation values are
initially set to 0.

2. Add appropriate values to the evaluation values
of the above important bus stops.

3. Choose a bus stop as the excluded bus stop which
has the smallest evaluation value. If several bus
stops have the same smallest evaluation value,
choose one of them randomly.

4. Exit from the procedure if enough number of bus
stops are excluded.

5. Increase the evaluation values of the rest bus
stops according to the normal distribution repre-
sented as the following equation.

f(x) =
1√
2πσ

exp
(
− (x− µ)2

2σ2

)
(1)

where µ is the order number of the excluded bus
stop while x is the order number of each bus stop.
The purpose of this step is to distribute excluded
bus stops uniformly.

6. Go to Step 3.

3 Bus Stop Timetable
A bus stop timetable shows arrival times and destina-
tions of buses that stop at the bus stop as shown in Fig.
2.
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Fig. 2: An overview of bus stop timetable.

Usually, there are two bus stops which have iden-
tical name facing each other across a road. In some
cases, however there is only one bus stop or there are
more than two bus stops which have identical name
according to the form of a road. In this paper, we re-
fer a collection of bus stops having identical name as
a �bus stop group�.

In addition to the difference of the numbers of bus
stops in bus stop groups, the role of each bus stop in
a bus stop group is not �xed. Namely, there are cases
that buses having the same �nal destination may stop
at one of the both bus stops having identical name as
illustrated in Fig. 3. Furthermore, some buses on a
circulation route run in reverse, so there are cases that
buses may stop at one of the both bus stops having
identical name as illustrated in Fig. 4.

Considering those conditions, we have concluded
that it is not practical to keep distinguishing each bus
stop in a bus stop group in the database for our sys-
tem. Consequently, when the timetable of a bus stop
group is generated, buses that arrive at the bus stop
group must be classi�ed according to which bus stop
in the group they actually arrive at. In addition, buses
bound for same destination on each timetable should
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Fig. 3: Paths of bus routes bound for a terminal bus
stop.
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Fig. 4: Paths of a circulation route.

be gathered near to generate timetables from which
necessary information is easily accessible.

To do that, the following algorithm using SOM is
developed.

1. List up the following n bus stops after the target
bus stop for every bus.

2. Generate all bus stops list by collecting n bus
stops lists generated in Step 1.

3. Compare each n bus stops list with the all bus
stops list to generate an input vector for a SOM.
For each bus stop in the all bus stops list, if it
exists in n bus stops list then the corresponding
element in the input vector is set to 1; otherwise,
set to 0 as illustrated in Fig. 5.

4. Classify all input vectors which were made in
Step 3 by using the SOM.

5. Calculate Euclid distance between every pair of
labeled input vectors, if the distance is shorter
than d, buses represented by the vectors are re-
garded as same.

4 Implementation
We have implemented the functions of timetable gen-
eration using the algorithms that are presented in Sec-
tion 2 and 3 as a part of �BUS-NET�[3]. Currently, the
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Fig. 5: Generation of an input vector.

system covers the east of Tottori Prefecture in Japan.
There are 1079 bus stops and 117 bus routes in the
region.

According to the algorithm which is told in Sec-
tion 2, for example, it is able to store a big bus route
timetable in one A4 paper by pushing one button. Fig-
ure 6 shows a part of a bus route timetable which is
made by the function. Star marks of left side of bus
stop names show that bus stops are excluded before,
the star mark number is the number of excluded bus
stops. This function is also able to exclude bus stops
where the in�uence when excluded is limited manu-
ally, con�rming the necessary number for storing in
one paper, and exclude bus services. This function
has other options, those are able to change layout of
the timetable by use. First it is able to select paper size
from A3, A4 and �t size. Next when the timetable is
divided to some pages, it is able to exclude informa-
tion on connection part of timetable, for example bus
stop names and the bus route name. It assumes that
the timetables are arranged.

Figure 7 shows result of classi�cation using
SOM. In this display, it is able to �x the result by drag
& drop of the bus route names in the groups. The
numbers of Fig. 7 correspond to the group numbers
of Fig. 8 In the following, we show the result of clas-
si�cation such that. Figure 9 shows a part of bus stop
timetable which is made by the function.
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Fig. 6: A part of a bus route timetable.
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Fig. 7: A result of classi�cation using SOM.

Group1 Group2
Kitasono Iwai(Inbound)

Iwai(Outbound) Juropponmatsu(Outbound)
Kitasono

Group3
Juropponmatsu(Inbound)

Fig. 8: A result of classi�cation using SOM.

Fig. 9: A part of a bus stop timetable.

5 Experiment
5.1 Experiment about Automatic Selection

of Bus Stops
In this experiment, we con�rm bus stops that may be
excluded from bus route timetable are chosen by de-
veloped algorithm and the chosen bus stops are dis-
tributed as uniformly as possible on a whole route.

Figure 10 shows a route timetable with exclusion
of bus stops where the in�uence when excluded is lim-
ited by proposed algorithm. First bus stop of the route
is Tottori station, last bus stop of the route is Kabura-
jima, the nearest bus stop for the place of the user is
Iwaionsen. Variance σ2 of normal distribution used in
proposed algorithm is set to 1.
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Fig. 10: A bus route timetable with exclusion of bus
stops where the in�uence when excluded is limited
(σ=1).

We see from Fig. 10 below. First and last bus
stop of the route and the nearest bus stop for the place
of the user are not excluded. Furthermore bus stops at
which some buses stop and other buses do not stop are
not excluded when we compare bus stops of the frame
of Fig. 10 with the others. Consequently the bus stops
are given relatively high importance. In addition, star
marks in the timetable are at most two and are dis-
tributed uniformly on a whole route. As it turned out,
we can con�rm the algorithm is valid.

Here, we determine appropriate σ. σ is set to 1 in
Fig. 10 and set to 5 in Fig. 11. In Fig. 11, excluded
bus stops are frequently connected in comparison with
Fig. 10. Because If σ of normal distribution is large
such that, evaluation values near excluded bus stop are
little increased. Consequently importance of the bus
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stops are little increased. So σ had better be small.
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Fig. 11: A bus route timetable with exclusion of bus
stops where the in�uence when excluded is limited
(σ = 5).

5.2 Experiment 1 of Classi�cation using
SOM

In this experiment, we con�rm buses that arrive at a
bus stop group are really classi�ed according to which
bus stop in the group they actually arrive at by devel-
oped algorithm.

In this experiment, parameters are set below. n
and d mentioned in Section 3 are set to 3, 1.5. Classi-
�cation using SOM is operated by two stages, size of
map is 15× 12 in both stages. In stage 1, a number of
learning steps is 2000, a neighborhood width is 15, a
rate of learning is 0.05. In stage 2, a number of learn-
ing steps is 20000, a neighborhood width is 3, a rate
of learning is 0.02.

To take the case of Karokaigan, there are two bus
stops which have identical name in the bus stop group,
and buses of three bus routes, Karo outbound route,
Karo inbound route and Karo circulation route, arrive
at the bus stop group. Buses of Karo outbound route
and Karo inbound route run in reverse each other.
Therefore buses of these bus routes are completely
classi�ed. On the other hand, some buses of Karo cir-
culation route start from Tottori station and run into
Karo area clockwise, however the others run in re-
verse. So even if the bus route name of buses are
same, bus stops at which the buses arrive can be dif-
ferent. Consequently buses of Karo circulation route
are classi�ed into plural groups.

Figure 12 shows result of classi�cation using
SOM at the bus stop group Karokaigan. we can con-
�rm the algorithm is valid. Here, n mentioned in Sec-
tion 3 is set to 3 in Fig. 12. On the other hand, n is
set to 10 in Fig. 13. There are �ve groups in Fig. 13.
This shows that even if buses leave for same destina-
tion, the buses do not arrive at same bus stops up to
last bus stop of the routes. Therefore, n had better be
small.

Group1 Group2
Karo circulation Karo circulation
Karo(Outbound) Karo(Inbound)

Fig. 12: A result of classi�cation by bus stop using
SOM (n=3).

Group1 Group2 Group3
Karo circulation Karo circulation Karo(Outbound)

Karo(Inbound)

Group 4 Group5
Karo circulation Karo(Outbound)

Fig. 13: A result of bus classi�cation by bus stop using
SOM (n=10).

5.3 Experiment 2 of Classi�cation using
SOM

In this experiment, we con�rm buses bound for same
destination are really arranged by the developed algo-
rithm. Parameters used in the algorithm are same as
experiment 1.

To take the case of Johokudanchi, the bus stop
group is located at star mark point in Fig. 14. The
numbers of Fig. 14 show group numbers by des-
tinations. Group 1 includes Iwai outbound route,
Kitasono circulation route, Group 2 includes Ka-
jikawachubyo inbound route, Chuobyouin outbound
route, Juropponmatsu inbound route, and Group 3 in-
cludes Iwai inbound route, Kitasono circulation route,
Chuobyouin inbound route, Juropponmatsu outbound
route, and Group 4 includes Kajikawachubyo out-
bound route. Consequently buses of the bus routes
should be classi�ed such that.

Figure 15 shows result of classi�cation by devel-
oped algorithm. Numbers of Fig. 15 and numbers
of Fig. 14 correspond each other. Therefore we can
con�rm the algorithm is valid. Here, there are same
bus route names in 15, however as I said earlier, that
is the reason bus stops at which buses on same bus
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Fig. 14: Moving directions of bus routes passing
through Johokudanchi.

Group1 Group2
Juropponmatsu(Inbound) Kajikawachubyo(Inbound)

Kitasono Juropponmatsu(Inbound)
Iwai(Outbound) Chuobyouin(Outbound)

Iwai(Outbound)

Group3 Group4
Iwai(Inbound) Kajikawachubyo(Outbound)

Juropponmatsu(Outbound)
Kitasono

Chuobyouin(Inbound)

Fig. 15: A result of classi�cation by bus destination
using SOM.

route really arrive can be different like the example of
experiment 1.

6 Conclusion
In this study, we have developed algorithms to gen-
erate two kinds of bus timetable, i.e., bus route
timetable and bus stop timetable. In regard of bus
route timetable, bus stops where the in�uence when
excluded is limited are automatically chosen by our
algorithm. Consequently, a bus route timetable can be
�t into a couple of selected-sized sheets of paper. In
regard of bus stop timetable, when one intends to ob-
tain the timetable of a bus stop group, the proposed al-
gorithm �rst classi�es buses that arrive at the bus stop
group according to which bus stop in the group they
actually arrive at, by using SOM. Then, timetables are
generated for each bus stop in the bus stop group. On
each timetable, buses bound for same destination are

gathered in the same sheet.
The function of generating two kinds of bus

timetable is implemented and opened as a part of
�BUS-NET�[3]. Every person can view bus timeta-
bles in PDF format on the computer screen and can
print them out using a printer in anywhere, in anytime
if he is connected to the Internet.

In future work, extra information, such as the low-
�oor bus which enables people with disabilities and
older persons to get on and off buses easily, will be
provided on our bus timetable.
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